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A veteran of 25 years of 
mountaineering throughout the ranges of 
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Karakoram Himalayan Expedition to K2, 
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Back Door 

J. G. "Jim" Wilson, present editor of the New Zealand 

Alpine Journal, has graciously consented to our request for 

an article on mountaineering in his part of the world. Jim, 

age 24, is preparing for the ministry at Knox Presbyterian 

Theology Hall in New Zealand. lie is a veteran of eight 

years of technical climbing in the New Zealand Alps and 

was a member of Dr. Larry liarrington's New Zealand Gov-

ernment Geological Survey Expedition to Antarctica in 1958-

/959. Beside the climbs described here, Jim Wilson has 

done two new routes on Mt. Evans (8,612 feet) on the west 

side of the Divide, and a new route on Tasman, plus numer-

ous other rock ascents in the New Zealand Alps. 

Few countries can boast of so rugged a chain of mountains 
so close to the centers of habitation as can New Zealand. 
We here, of course, are quite convinced we have the finest 
ranges in the world, and while there may be some slight bias 
influencing this judgement, we can point with pride to the 
comments of unbiased observers who at least admit that 
these mountains cannot be bettered. What more natural deceit 
could we practice than that of interpreting such remarks to 
mean that in fact they cannot be equalled! 
The peaks of New Zealand range from glaciated active 

volcanoes and exceedingly complex bush ranges in the North 
Island, through the rock and scree foothills of Nelson and 
Canterbury, and the giants of the Central Alps, across to the 
bush-clad gorges and bush-fringed glaciers of the West 
Coast, and down to the deep-cleft valleys and firm rock 
peaks of Fiordland. A brief sketch of all these areas would 
be hopelessly inadequate, so I propose instead to describe 
one fairly typical trip into the Central Alps, in which I par-
ticipated some four years ago. 

The road, which has for years been creeping slowly further 
south down the West Coast of the South Island of New 
Zealand, providing, though comparatively only, a rare note 
of order in that tangled land, is not one of your modern high-
speed highways which stride rough-shod across the land-
scape. Very much it is in tune with its surroundings, twist-
ing and turning tortuously through forests and over hills for 
the greater part of its length, with but occasional moments 
of peace on isolated river flats. 

Eventually it leads the expectant traveler beyond the two 
famous glaciers of Franz Josef and Fox to an old wooden 
bridge spanning the torrent of the Cook River. To tourists 
and to dwellers of the lowlands this is just another river in 
a wet land. To mountaineers it is the beginning of an arduous 
and challenging highway to some of the best climbing in New  

Zealand, for the Cook River flows from the great La Perouse 
and Balfour Glaciers which nestle under the western flanks 
of Dampier, Tasman, and Cook, the three highest peaks in 
the country. 

One fine mid-afternoon in February, 1957, Mike White and I 
returned along the four-mile flat from the Cook River bridge 
to the Fox Glacier Hotel, there to meet Dave Flphick and 
Barry Smith, the other two members of our climbing party. 
Behind Mike and I lay a week's strenuous activity in heavy 
rain, packing supplies two days up the river to a cache 
location; we had had more time available than the other two. 
Now the weather had cleared and the main part of the trip 
was about to begin. Excitement was high. 

We slept that night in an abandoned hut near the bridge, a 
shelter shared with a great heap of dead bees, to our noses' 
consternation. The following two days saw us retracing the 
steps Mike and I had taken up the river bed and through the 
gorges, each of us laden with a further 65 pounds. The Cook 
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To New Zealand's Central Alps 
By J. G. Wilson 

River valley, once requiring a week or more of very hard 

travelling from coast to glacier, has now a good trail through 

both its great gorges, following a brilliant rescue of an in-

jured lady climber from high on the slopes of 10,000-foot Mt. 

La Perouse. Government deer-cullers have also helped to 

open up the valley. 

But progress has brought new dangers, as we discovered 

when the wire supporting the cage over the river, some two 

hours up from the road, parted while Barry was crossing. 

Barry and cage dropped some thirty feet, by a miracle land-

ing neither in the roaring river nor on the jagged boulders on 

the shore, but on a flat bar just covered with water. Some re-

organization was seen to be necessary when our hearts re-

turned to normal rhythm, and time ebbed away as we straight-

ened Barry's pack, and as Dave and I made an annoying 

return trip to advise the Hotel that the cage was down. 

By some forced marching, however, and by callous disre-

gard of Barry's bruises, we reached our food cache by mid- 
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afternoon of the second day, having come some ten to 

fifteen rugged miles. These heavily forested West Coast 

gorges are not merely, to New Zealand mountaineers, a bar 

to our approach to the mountains, but provide a very real and 

satisfying part of a New Zealand trip, at the same time pre-

paring us mentally and physically for the climbing ahead. 

The progression from boulder-strewn river bed and the noise 

of roaring waters, through the somber green beauty of the 

bush to the open grass and scrub slopes of the upper valley, 

with their great feeling of freedom and escape after the 

gorges, is in itself a joy few of us would willingly forego. 

We retrieved our supplies from beneath the heavy rocks 

which Mike and I had piled on them to discourage the Ilea, 

our destructive but lovable mountain parrot, and spent a 

pleasant two days at this spot. We had a look at the difficult 

pass out of the valley, and were foiled by mist and high wind 

in an attempt on Mt. La Perouse (10,101 feet). The cache 

point was in a wonderful location on a scrub and snowgrass- 
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At home in a snow cave 

covered terrace. Steep moraine walls form two sides of the 
terrace, falling on the one hand to the trunk of the La 
Perouse Glacier and on the other to the stream from the 
deep-cut Gulch Glacier; the third side of the triangle is the 
brooding bulk of the west ridge of Mt. La Perouse. 

Deer and chamois abound in this natural paradise of shrubs, 
delicate waving grasses, and alpine flowers. One is even 
above sandfly level here, save for a few daring species soon 
ruthlessly slaughtered. 

The peaks beckoned insistently, however, and on the third 
day, in light rain, we double-packed our discouraging mass 
of gear over moraine and dry ice to the foot of the lower ice-
fall. That night we spent roped onto a sloping bed of rock 
sheltered by a huge glacial erratic, a bed too small for four 
large bodies, and with a six-foot drop onto rough ice on each 
side. Then came a day of extreme heat as we worked our 
way through the two icefalls. The first was easy—merely a 
flanking move to the left on hard ice which took us around 
and up past the thousand feet of crumbling seracs in little 
more than an hour. 

The second looked easy as we dodged the huge crevasses 
on the middle shelf, but in fact it took hours of careful work 
in softening snow, in and out and across yawning crevasses 
which forced us to relay packs on steep ice walls to win a 
precarious route through the upper icefall. Evening mist was 
wafting over the neve as we finally broke through, but after 
twisting and turning through the neve crevasses, now ruefully 
aware of how late in the season we were, we reached the 
snow cave shortly before dark. 
We were lucky therein, for the cave had been dug by a 

party who had been in the area the previous month, and we 
had only to walk in. Normally hard hours of digging far into 
the night follows such an ascent to one of our high West 
Coast neves. We were lucky, also, in that considerable fuel 
and some food had been left for us by the other party who 
had had an airdrop onto the neve. The cave was probably the 
highest ever in New Zealand, at an elevation of over nine 
thousand feet. The 22-foot deep tunnel dug by the previous 
party had dwindled to about half that size during the inter-
vening weeks' thaw, and before we left it had reduced 
further, to about six feet. 

From so high a base, climbs which are lengthy and difficult 
from the huts on the eastern slopes of the main divide were 
for us an afternoon's stroll. This was proved the next day 
when we left about noon for Mt. Teichelmann (10,368 feet), a 
steep but easy ascent to Clarke Saddle (where the reward 
was a breath-taking view of Mt. Cook), then a short snow and  

ice ridge with hard green ice demanding steep steps in one 
or two places. This peak is a cornerstone, giving access to 
Mt. Tasman further along the Divide, and recently climbed 
peaks of the Balfour Range, the northern containing wall of 
the La Perouse basin. We were, therefore, to repeat the 
climb twice more while enroute to other peaks, and we took 
care over our steps. The other great advantage of a high 
base camp, the observance of sunsets from 10,000-foot peaks, 
was fully enjoyed before we scampered back home. 

The following day we moved out shortly after daylight and 
climbed a new rock route on Mt. Drake which, until the prev-
ious party's ascent a month earlier, had been New Zealand's 

,highest virgin peak. A shattered rock face was gained from 
the neve, after tricky maneuvers on the thin leaf of snow, and 
steady climbing took us to the west ridge and thence to the 
summit. We attempted the traverse to Mt. Magellan, the next 
peak in the range and unclimbed from this angle, but three-
quarters of an hour of furious cutting by Dave gained us only 
a rope-length so, leaving the hard green ice bruised but un-
yielding, we retraced our steps to the cave. 
The snow cave welcomed us home each night, a haven 

where the temperature was always constant at about 32 
degrees F., and where the complete absence of wind, no 
matter what storms raged outside, made this temperature 
seem warm indeed. The steady retreat of the tunnel entrance 
caused us some concern, while a broad stream of water 
through the roof during a storm one night raised some discus-
sion, but no action, about digging back further into the slope. 
With air mattresses underneath and warm sleeping bags 
around us, with a separate cooking bench and new cupboards 
made in a moment with a few daft strokes of the shovel, and 
with our water supply all around us, our home was a palace, 
lacking only a fireplace and flowers on the mantlepiece. The 
advent of the snow-caving technique has immensely broad-
ened the scope of climbs in the isolated parts of our ranges. 
Cooking was done on a small white-spirit primus, and the 
food the usual dehydrated poison which is endured under 
such circumstances and, indeed, consumed with relish after 
a hard day. 

We had high hopes of an ascent of Mt. Tasman, New Zea-
land's second highest peak and premier ice climb. At last, 
after two ascents as far as Clarke Saddle had been halted 
there by rising northwest storms, our day came. On top of 
Teichelmann by 8 A.M., we spent some anxious moments on 
a slightly overhanging step of loose rock before scampering 
around on a broad snow ridge which led us over Mt. Graham 
and on to the summit of the Silberhorn (10,757 feet). 

Our heel-kicking progress of pure delight was sobered then, 
for far ahead reared the sharpest knife-edge of ice in New 
Zealand, eight hundred feet of unsurpassed beauty soaring 
up to the summit of Tasman. It seemed almost presumptious 
for us, still so young in the sport, to plant Trespassing foot- 
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Great east face of Mt. Tasman. Solid line shows routes to summit followed by author's party: (A) Barry and author, (B) Mike 

and Dave. Dotted line shows more recent first ascent of this face by E. von Terzi and H. Leitner. 

steps on this famous ridge. I won the honour of being leading 

rope on the arete. The climb included a cautious two hours 

of cramponing on carefully changed shaft belays dug through 

sastrugi ice as we crept up the exposed arete. At 1 P.M., we 

all joined up on the summit (11,475 feet), scarcely able to 

believe that we were really on top of this famous peak. Only 

Mt. Cook (12,349 feet) rose above us; for the rest, New 

Zealand lay at our feet. 

The strong cold wind which had buffeted us on the ascent 

seemed to by-pass the summit, and we sunbathed on top for 

an hour before we all descended the arete with aching 
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ankles. The constant bashing for belays had broken the fer-

rule off my axe, which caused great concern on the harder 

slopes, but in a leisurely way we made good progress back 

to Teichelmann. 

Unwilling to waste the perfect weather next day, but unable 

to rise at a respectable hour after our Tasman climb, we set 

off at 9 A.M. for a "look-see" at an imposing new rock route 

on the north face (for us, of course, the sunny face) of 

David's Dome, 10,400 feet. Difficult climbing began immedi-

ately on beautiful sun-warmed rock, and was followed by a 

long section of steep loose rock on which a reasonable route 
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Looking into the 

head of the La Perouse 

Glacier from near Gulch 

Stream cache rock. 

C'' marks approximate 

site of snow-cave. 

The two great icelalls 

mentioned in the article 

are clearly visible. 

could always be found, if with some searching at times 
around the more difficult pitches. Now well up the rib, we 
were turning our "look-see" into a full-scale assault when, 
at 2 P.M., we ran into a pitch which threatened to stump us 
altogether. Mike and I were in the lead and got hopelessly 
boxed in a smooth holdless gully in the overhanging corner 
of a huge buttress. We tried twice, and failed twice. Mean-
while, however, Barry and Dave were prospecting another 
lead out on the sheer face overlooking the neve and, with a 
very fine and exposed lead, Dave gained a point above our 
gully. Perfect weather and easier climbing as far as they 
could see decided them to push on and risk a night out. Mike 
and I were sorely tempted, but as it was now 3:30 P.M., and 
as a further half hour would be needed for us to join them, we 
waved them on and, after appreciatively watching Barry 
disappear over a small overhang, returned to the cave. 

In very few ranges can weather change as quickly as in the 
Southern Alps of New Zealand. I am convinced that in none 
can it change more quickly. After bedding down peacefully 
in the cave, confident the others were alright because of the 
brilliance of the starry sky, Mike and I woke to a morning of 
howling northwest storm, with visibility nil. The morning of 
acute and increasing anxiety gave way to forlorn early 
afternoon preparations for a sally forth to find we knew not 
what nor where, but scarcely had we set our faces into the  

storm, towards yesterday's sunny rocks, then, to our intense 
relief, two wet and weary figures loomed out of the mist. 
They had had a bitter struggle. The cool breeze had by mid-
night risen to a gale, and in the early hours of the morning 
the full storm hit them with showers of stinging rain and 
sleet. At first light they began their hazardous descent with 
sleet glazing the rock with ice and numbed fingers fumbling 
with the rope. Shortly after 1 P.M., they arrived at the cave 
after one of the finest rock climbs and one of the toughest 
descents in New Zealand climbing history. 

The storm raged for three days, bringing new snow and 
putting far away our hopes of a climb of Dampier. At last the 
day dawned clear and we ascended Clarke Saddle for a last 
time, with fifty pounds apiece and a cold wind for all. A long 
zig-zagging descent from the point of the Teichelmann ridge 
took us down under the shadow of Mt. Cook, across jumbled 
blocks of ice in a huge tschrund, and onto the 1.inda Glacier. 
Wearily we crossed the Grand Plateau (the ice basin draining 
Tasman and Cook on the eastern side of the Divide), then 
jarred our way down Haast Ridge to the flat Tasman Glacier 
and the moraine wastes below the Ball Hut. Nothing then but 
twelve miles of feet-killing shingle road lay between us and 
the Hermitage. At 2 A.M. the following day, twenty hours out 
from our now deserted cave, we ground to a final halt out-
side the hotel, and slunk into some friendly bushes to sleep. 
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Helga Bailing spent her childhood years scrambling in the 

Alps and after World War II, crossed illegally into Austria 

from Germany and did many of the classic rock climbs in that 

country. In 1953, she and her husband moved to Vancouver, 

/I. C. and, after getting used to the "bushwhacking" type of 

mountaineering of the Coast Ranges, they moved to Alaska 

where the couple spent a year isolated in the Arctic, driving 

their own dog-team and living off the country. Soon alter 

moving to Anchorage in 1958, where her husband now oper-

ates the Jonas Brothers of Alaska Taxidermy Studios, Mrs. 

Batting assisted in the organization of the ,Ilountaineering 

Club of Alaska. She is now a director in the Alaska Rescue 

Group. She has instigated and participated in numerous ex-

peditions into the mountain ranges around Anchorage, and in 

1960 was a member of the Club's Mt. McKinley Expedition. 

At dawn one Sunday morning in September I pulled the 

wagon into Portage Creek Campground and mercilessly 

honked the horn. With the words "wake up and shine," I 

pulled an iron pan from the back seat. When the fat sizzled 

over the campfire I dumped several one-pound caribou steaks 

into the pan, and it wasn't long before six sleepy climbers 

came crawling out of their sacks, sniffing. 

With our stomachs full of caribou meat, we shouldered 

ropes and crampons and leisurely strolled over to the glacier 

where my companions had held an ice practice the previous 

day. A fifteen-minute hike took us to the ice, and in another 

thirty minutes we were roped up and began "playing around" 

in the icefalls. 

Bryon glacier, only an hour's drive from Anchorage, is our 

summer playground. Here the glacier reaches down to sea 

level and two impressive icefalls are located only a thous-

and feet up. Every year the "falls" are different; every year 

they present new challenges, and members of the Mountain-

eering Club of Alaska (MCA) meet here to polish up on ice-

climbing techniques, to learn how to work with pitons or 

rappel down an ice wall. It is here that many a young boy 

gets his start for a brilliant career as a mountaineer, and 

here also that the Alaska Rescue Group learns how to pull a 

person from a crevasse. 

The peak above the glacier—aptly called Bryon Peak— is 

only 4,500 feet high, yet it's a good day's climb over ice-

falls and rock pitches to reach the top. (After all, we start 

from sea level.) From there our view sweeps over countless 

snowfields, peaks, and glaciers, almost without exception 

untrodden by human beings. 

An Hour's Drive 

Climbers who live around Anchorage are truly spoiled. Im-

mediately behind our city begins the Chugach Range (about  

the area of 'the Alps). Its highest peak, Mount Marcus Baker 

(13,176 feet) was climbed by Bradford Washburn in 1938. The 

Chugach Range affords some of the finest weekend climbing 

within only an hour's drive from our city. Innumerable peaks, 

four to six thousand feet in elevation, can be climbed on 

weekends, and whether they be of a rock-scramble type or a 

snow and ice climb, you may be sure not many people have 

been there before. About the only disadvantage to our climb-

ing is that the rock is brittle—rotten, we call it. 

A two- or three-day trip may even yield a first ascent in the 

seven to eight thousand-foot class. Such a climb was Mount 

Bashful (8,020 feet) which was first ascended by MCA mem-

bers a year ago, and it took only 21/2  days. On that trip we 

had all the excitement and vistas a climber longs for: cross-

ings of wild rivers, walks on luscious, flower-dotted mead-

ows, and an ascent up snow-gullies and hair-raising ridges, 

with a flock of Dalt sheep grazing across the valley. 

On all of our trips we are apt to encounter wildlife: moose, 

bear, sheep, goat, or smaller animals. A typical Alaskan 

experience was our climb of the Iliamna Volcano in the 

Aleutian Range (10,016 feet) about a hundred miles south of 

Anchorage. On our trek up West Glacier Creek we carried 

packs with snowshoes strapped on top through so much alder 

and brush (oh, yes, we have plenty) that we vowed "never 

again." 

When returning from our mountain, which was also a 

"First," the four of us built a raft out of driftwood, utilizing 

climbing ropes and the snowshoes for a platform. When the 

raft was finished, we tied the packs onto the platform and, 

standing up to our knees in the icy water, floated quickly and 

quietly past enormous brown bears, busy beavers, and black 

bears. The swift current carried us to tidewater, and it 

seemed as though the wilderness was at our command. 

Virgin Area 

What gives our climbing such a unique flavor is that almost 

all of it is still of an exploratory nature. The wilderness 

begins a few miles out of town. For most areas there are no 

detailed maps, no descriptions, no photographs, and the 

mountains carry no names. Often a party fails to reach the 

peak they are shooting for because of unforeseen obstacles 

cropping up—but this is all part of the fun. 

Another large mountain range, the Talkeetnas, with its 

highest elevation at nine thousand feet, is also quite within 

reach of Anchorage climbers. It is here that we find firm 

rock above five thousand feet and many meadows and untrod-

den snowfields. But, to my mind, most magnificent of all are 

the "Phantom Mountains," the row of glaciated peaks that 

appear to rise straight out of the waters of Cook Inlet, 

directly west of here. This is the southern part of the Alaska 

Range which continues with the Aleutian Range to the South. 

Three majestic volcanoes characterize our western skyline 
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Climbers start up tongue of Byron Glacier, heading for ice/ails. Portage Lake in background. Photo taken in September when 
all snow is gone. 

—Mount Spurr (11,070 feet), Mount Redoubt (10,197 feet), and 
Mount Iliamna (10,016 feet). All three have been first ascend-
ed by Alaskan climbers within the past three years. 

But to get across the water we have to have wings. This 
brings up another point. What the Sherpa is to climbing in the 
Himalayas and the mule to climbing in the Andes, so is the 
airplane to Alaskan climbers. Flying costs money, but 
Alaska has more small airplanes per capita than has any 
other part of the world, so quite often we can find a friend 
with just the particular aircraft we need, and he may fly us 
in for a lower cost. 

We also utilize the airplane for our reconnaissances—since 
many of our mountain ranges aren't mapped in detail, we 
might find ourselves starting up the wrong glacier unless we 
looked the mountain over from the air. Of course, flying to 
the base of the mountain does have its drawbacks: we may 
get stuck in bad weather. It happened only recently when we 
made the first ascent of Mount Gilbert (9,646 feet) in the 
Chugach Range. We were barely off the peak when the bliz-
zard struck, and we spent a miserable 36 hours just lying 
flat under the tent waiting for the gale to subside. Two days 

10 

behind schedule, our friend, Lowell Thomas, Jr., landed his 
ski-wheel-equipped Cessna on Surprise Glacier and promptly 
got stuck with us! The tail wind was too strong for him to 
take off again. 

Our 1959 expedition to Mount Marcus Baker was strictly a 
walking-type trip. After we had carried our 60 to 70-pound 
packs up the whole length of the Matanuska Glacier (thirty 
miles, as the crow flies!) and back again, our feet showed 
blisters the size of dollar bills. But it was all worth while, 
because the highest Chugach Peaks are breathtaking. Where 
the edge of the high plateau breaks off, avalanches tumble 
onto the glacier basin with a continuous roar. Safely camped 
on a ridge, we never tired of watching the uninterrupted, 
thunderous spectacle. Ascending the 12,500-foot high North 
Peak we found ourselves quite literally "on top." We were 
at the birthplane of some of North America's largest glaciers, 
the Matanuska and the Knik. We were utterly cut off from 
civilization. 'any miles lay between us and help should 
anything have happened—yet, we Alaskans are used to this 
kind of climbing. It demands knowledge, resourcefulness, 
and a full understanding of the country one travels through. 
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Drying out after various creek crossings on return from Mt. Iliamna, Aleutian Range (hidden in clouds). Left to right: Dr. Erik 

Barnes, Paul Crews, Gregg Erickson, Helga Bading. 
Helga Boding Photo 

Alaskan summers are truly intoxicating. Often in early 

spring (that's the end of April around here) I may get up at 

four in the morning. A thirty-minute drive takes me out to 

Turnagain Arm (really a Fjord) where I can climb one of the 

many 2,200-foot peaks along a ridge—before breakfast. It's 

wonderful hiking in the lower parts and a rock-scramble to 

the top. By ten, I'm back behind my city desk, refreshed and 

strengthened, and terribly hungry. 

Yes, our summers are short. But all the longer are our 

summer days. During June and July we can climb all night if 

we wish. Often our traditional Thursday evening sessions at 

the "rocks" are extended until midnight. We may see sheep 

grazing on the hills above us while we enjoy ourselves on 

overhangs and cliffs, washed clean of "rubble" by the tides. 

The Mountaineering Club of Alaska, with its headquarters 

in Anchorage, has about sixty members and half of them are 

hikers. Since there are practically no trails, winter has 

proven a very active season. With the bush covered by a 

thick blanket of' snow, we can travel through the valleys 

easier on snowshoes than on foot in the summer. Skis are not 
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always practical. Tight fitting ski boots are even impossible 

on longer trips. (On expeditions we carry snowshoes be-

cause of the lighter weight and because they may be worn 

with any type of footgear we may choose for the climb. Until 

June, snowshoes are essential on almost all glaciers be-

cause of the deep snow.) 

The idea of the "long dark winter nights" is a misconcep-

tion. True, in December we end our skiing day at three. But 

by January we have enough daylight to resume normal out-

door activities, besides skiing. This is the best time of the 

year to travel over the historical "old mail routes" which 

were used by dog-team drivers at a time when there was no 

railroad in Alaska and no city of Anchorage, only fifty years 

ago. 

The Indian mail trail, for example, is 25 miles long and 

leads over a pass of four thousand feet. There really isn't 

a trail any more, since it's now all grown over. This is why 

we choose to travel these valleys and passes in the winter. 

At least once a year one of our members, a sixty-year-old 

carpenter, who has travelled around these regions by dog-

team, snowshoes, and crampons for a good many years, takes 
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Dr. Erik Barnes ferrying the heavy packs across creek flowing from Umbrella Glacier near Mt. Iliamna. Paul Crews (left) be-

lays from bank. Party wore "wading clothes" (jeans and tennis shoes) for this portion of trek. 

Helga Boding Photo 

a group of MCA members on a three or four-day jaunt up the 

Indian trail, or perhaps the longer one leading from Eagle 

River to Girdwood (roughly 35 miles). Even the young ones 

find it hard to keep up with Joe's steady pace, but those 

who do will hear him tell the tales about the hardy people 

that used to travel there. The snowshoers carry warm sleep-

ing bags, tents, axes, cooking gear, and by four or five 

o'clock, at the latest, they have to make camp. Temperatures 

at that time may be around twenty below zero. Those wintry 

campfires yield many stories and much laughter, but one 

couple topped it off by announcing their engagement to get 

married on such an evening under the northern lights. 

Those of us who like it a bit steeper don't stop either 

when snow starts to fly. The day we left to make the first 

winter ascent of Pioneer Peak (6,393 feet), it was twenty 

below, and I doubted my own sanity for a moment. I remember 

distinctly the gnawing hunger pangs as I hung in a steep ice 

gully by the front points of my crampons; it was just too cold 

to stop and eat. 
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Summer or winter, we Alaskans never go unprepared, not 

even on the shortest jaunts. No tennis shoe-escapades for 

us, ever! All of a sudden the weather may break, and we all 

know too well those howling gales which can leap down on 

us so suddenly. It's not wise to leave the house without a 

good windproof parka, some food, a rope, and solid footgear. 

In fact, many of us use Korean (insulated rubber) boots for 

all winter climbing, and even in the summer for glacier 

climbs. 

Alaska has been dubbed "the last frontier," and I'd like 

to extend this to say it definitely is North American's last 

frontier for mountain climbers. More and more climbers have 

discovered the endless attractions of our vast mountain 

ranges; in fact, this year there's a veritable "rush" for 

Mount McKinley. With fast jet service available, even 

Europeans feel compelled to explore our vast country. And 

members of the Mountaineering Club in Anchorage are always 

willing to extend a helpful hand to climbing visitors to the 

Land of the Midnight Sun. 
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In Memoriam 

On August 20, 1961, the Northwest 
mountaineering fraternity lost one of 
its most beloved members when Dr. 
Warren B. Spickard fell to his death 
while descending from the summit of 
the northwest peak of Twin Spires 
(Mox Peaks)in the Chilliwack Range 
of the North Cascades. 

An avid reader and contributor to 
Summit ("The Northern Picketts," 
Jan./Feb., 1961, issue), "Spick" 
exemplified the spirit of the well-
rounded mountaineer. Experienced in 
all phases of mountaineering, wheth-
er it be snow, ice, or rock, or bush-
whacking, backpacking, or search 
and rescue work, Dr. Spickard was 
a member for many years of The 
American Alpine Club, the Seattle 
Mountaineers, and the Mountain 
Rescue Council, as well as an 
active member of various profes-
sional and medical associations. 
His mountaineering took him at var-
ious times to most portions of the 
western United States and Canada, 
to the Alps and Andes. His interest 
in high altitude medical problems 
took him for several weeks to the 
Andes of South America where his 
studies of the physiological effects 
of high altitudes on the natives re-
sulted in important contributions to 
the knowledge of pulmonary edema, 
the illness which in numerous past 
expeditions had been diagnosed as 
pneumonia. 

To those privileged to know him, 
the loss will be keenly felt. His 
continual optimism and warmth of 
personality, whether in the moun-
tains or in town gatherings of climb-
ers, many of these graciously hosted 
by Dr. Spickard and his wife, Jo, in 
their Mercer Island home, will long 
be remembered where mountaineers 
meet. Besides Jo, Dr. Spickard 
leaves three sons and two daughters. 
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Peak of 
"Bashful," 8,050 feet, first 

climbed by members of 

MCA in 1959. 
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The Muldrow Glacier near Gunsight Pass as viewed by the 1957 Everett Mountaineers Party. 

the great muldrow surge 
By A. E. Harrison 
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Climbing parties returning from Mt. McKinley have brought 

back news of spectacular changes in the Muldrow Glacier in 

the last few years. The availability of aerial photography in 

different years has shown that these changes were caused by 

a surge of ice which moved down the glacier. A number of 

observations at various locations along the glacier, plus the 

aerial photographs, allow the story of this surge to be recon-

structed with reasonable accuracy. No clue to the cause of 

the surge has been found, however. 

The surge began on the Traleika Glacier, the largest tribu-

tary of the Muldrow, in April or May, 1956. The Mills party 

from England was on the Traleika Glacier from May 25th to 

j'uly 7th of that year. The ice mass was estimated to be mov-

ing more than a hundred feet per day as they hiked out on 

July 6th. The front of the wave moved considerably faster 

than the ice itself, averaging about 500 feet per day from 

July, 1956 to February, 1957. At that time, the wave front 

was advancing through stagnant ice, well past the 90 degree 

bend in the Muldrow Glacier south of Mt. Eielson. The wave 

velocity and the ice-mass velocity were probably the same 

at that time and are estimated at 200 feet per day. By the 

end of June, 1957, the active front was moving only twenty 

or thirty feet per day. The advance had come to a sudden 

halt by the first of August. 

Thirty-mile Blockade 

The surface level of the ice at the upper regions of the 

glacier dropped 50 to 200 feet. (See the photograph of the 

glacier near Gunsight Pass taken by the Everett party in 

1957.) This volume of ice piled up as high as 500 feet in the 

vicinity of the bend near Mt. Eielson. The surface of the 

glacier was virtually impassable for thirty miles. This con-

dition was first reported to the outside world by the Everett 

Mountaineers McKinley expedition in June, 1957, although‘ 

stories of drastic changes in the glacier were current in 

Alaska prior to this time. 

A climbing party attempting Pioneer Ridge in June, 1956, 

found the Muldrow Glacier between McGonagall Pass and the 

lower ice fall smooth and unbroken. This party was on the 

Muldrow at the same time that the Mills party was having 

Arthur E. Harrison is a Professor of Electrical Engineering 

at the University of Washington and a specialist in micro-

wave radio tubes. He enjoys applying his knowledge of 

engineering and waves to the study of glaciers and is well 

known for his work at the Coleman Glacier on Mt. Baker, 

Washington. His interest in glaciers began in 193 7 when he 

first climbed Mt. Lyell in Yosemite National Park. He is an 

advocate of combining scientific observations with climbing 

and is the author of a book on this subject, "Exploring 

Glaciers With A Camera," published last year by the Sierra 

Club. 
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trouble on the Traleika, but the significance of the activity 

of the Tralcika Glacier was not apparent until later and the 

fantastic contrast between conditions at McGonagall Pass 

and the lower ice fall in 1956 and 1957 was a complete 

surprise. 

Several mechanisms were involved in the ice flow. The 

main surge began on the Traleika Fork. As it moved past the 

junction with the Muldrow, I would say that it "pulled" the 

Muldrow along with it, soon after the Mills party left the 

area. The flow was continuous, but the Muldrow moved about 

one-third as fast. The motion migrated to the top of the 

Muldrow ice fall, where it stopped abruptly. The Brooks 

Glacier and some of the smaller tributaries were drained in 

the same manner. The surface of a "drained" tributary was 

as rough as the surface in the main stream and all motion 

ceased after the wave had passed. 

Some of the smaller tributaries were not pulled along by the 

surge but were cut off as the surge passed. Since they were 

not "drained" and stationary, they moved out perpendicular 

to the main stream after the surge passed, advancing into and 

over the lowered surface of the main stream. 

This behavior of the Muldrow Glacier is unusual but not at 

all unique. The velocities involved are very similar to those 

observed during a similar surge on the Black Rapids Glacier 

in 1936-37. The two surges occurred at the same time of the 

year. The surges ended in the same way, with the front slow-

ing gradually, then coming to a sudden halt, followed by 

stagnation. On the Muldrow, however, there may have been 

three earlier surges of the same nature during the last 200 

years, with the last previous surge about 50 or 60 years ago. 

Aerial photographs of the Alaskan Range indicate that simi-

lar surges also occurred on the Yanert Glacier in 1942 and 

on the Susitna Glacier in 1952 or 1953. 

Although some of the observations used in reconstructing 

the story of the Muldrow surge were made while the individ-

uals were engaged in scientific studies related to glaciers, 

this story is a tribute to the mountaineers whose reports 

have contributed to scientific discovery and led to an under-

standing of the nature of a most unusual occurrence. Grati-

tude for assistance, either direct or through personal corres-

pondence, is extended to Larry and LeRoy Annis, H. Adams 

Carter, Major E.J.E.Mills, Dr. Troy L. Pewe, Austin S. Post, 

Alvin E. Randall, Pete Schoening, Warren F. Steenbergh, 

Leslie Viereck and Morton S. Wood. 

(Editor's Note: For more detailed information on the ad-

vance of the Muldrow Glacier, the reader is referred to the 

following: "The Exceptional Advances of the Muldrow, Black 

Rapids, and Susitna Glaciers," by Austin S. Post, 1960, 

Journal of Geophysical Research, v. 65, no. 11, p. 3703-

3713.) 
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Most men compensate for something — 

appearance, shyness, poverty, or large stomachs— 

and middle-aged men compensate more than most. 

Thus the question, 

"Why do you climb mountains?", 

never has given me any particular difficulty. I could say to 

the numerous questioners, 

"At forty, nobody expected me to walk again. So 

now that I'm past fifty, I'm overcompensating for the fear 

I felt when I overheard a couple of doctors 

talking about my crippling arthritis a dozen years ago. 

I not only can walk, but I climb." 

This usually satisfies the questioner, because 

he knows something about compensating himself and 

understands other people who do 

But it doesn't entirely satisfy me. 

I had arthritis, right enough, at forty, and ulcers 

a bit after that; and certainly I have not forgotten either 

of them—I still have a trick back which precludes 

horseback riding. But I would hate to think I still was 

carrying—and being driven'by —the fear 

which those experiences produced a long time ago. 

If lingering fear, and the compensation for it are the things 

which have driven me up a score of major 

peaks (and to a hospital again as a result of one such 

climb), then the whole thing is not worth mentioning, and 

certainly nothing of which to 

be proud. 

But the facts are a little more complicated. 

I'm convinced that too many men divide their lives 

into three periods; twenty years, more or less, spent in 

building up physical and mental capacity; 

the next twenty in doing everything they can to break down 

both sorts of ability; another twenty or more in 

regretting that life no longer has even a reasonable savor. 

I went through two of those periods, almost by the 
book, and it's likely that I would have gone into the third 

right on schedule, except for 

that arthritis. 

But I did receive that shock, and it was quite obvious that 
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I had a fight on my hands or the prospect of 

spending the rest of my life bent over and in pain. 

Physicians did think some exercises might help, but I 

could tell that they had no real faith that I would 

really go into a training and corrective 

routine of any significance or—more important—that I'd keep 

it up even if I did start. 

Frankly, I'm not sure myself that I would have done any 

more than to make a reasonably good start — 

except for the discovery of mountaineering. Walking 
by itself is good exercise, and I was doing well 

enough at it after I managed to get out of a hospital. But, I 
also was getting considerably bored, until 

I happened to think about a mountain not far from 

my home in Oregon. This 

Mount McLoughlin is not a peak to excite 

many readers of this magazine; but on the Labor Day 

week-end when I decided to try to climb it, it 

looked big, tough and challenging to me — 

so challenging that I even threw away an extra stick of gum 

as I started up, because I didn't want to carry any 

extra weight. 

But I made Mount McLoughlin without breathing too hard, 

and few things in life have given me the same 

satisfaction as that one unimportant 

climb. I still have pictures of the sunrise taken from the top, 

and I don't think I'll ever get too old to enjoy looking at 

them once more. 

Nor will a couple of lessons learned right there 

leave me soon: 

Mountains require physical conditioning, and mountains are 

a reason for it. 

This, in capsule, is what I have to say. 

I climbed first to prove something to myself about my 

program of corrective physical training. But very soon, the 
positions of the two things were reversed in my thinking: 

The mountains became important, 

the physical training merely something which made climbing 

them possible. 

This still is true. Frankly, I had a wonderful time 
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climbing Pacific Coast, Colorado, Wyoming, and Canadian 

peaks for more than three seasons. Many times, the 

difference between a successful climb and a possible 

failure was one of preparation: physical conditioning, 

acclimatization, diet, all the rest of it. 

Then, last year, Pete Schoening, Jim Whittaker, 

Louis Whittaker, and I had a nasty fall coming down 

Mount McKinley in Alaska. I'm convinced that the principal 

reason we came out of that situation as well as we did— 

all four surviving four days waiting at high 

altitude with minimal permanent injuries— 

was the physical conditioning we all 

had undergone. 

But this wasn't enough to keep me out of a hospital—so 

presently there I was again, in a situation similar 

to the one of a dozen years before: 

propped in bed with quite a few people wondering whether 

I'd be able to walk again, even after 

complicated operations to repair my snapped 

foot tendons. 

This time, however, there was one difference. 

Perhaps simple fear had driven me out of an arthritic's bed. 

But it wasn't fear this time. 

This time I knew (and never mind the people who doubted 

whether I knew what I was talking about) 

that I'd walk, and run, and climb again. There 

couldn't be any doubt, and there wasn't. 

I had exercising to do, and I was impatient to 

get at it. 

In the year since that experience, I've increased 

daily exercises and conditioning until I can run eleven 

miles along a soft beach without stopping (I tried it not long 

ago, so I know I can), I can hike, and I've managed 

to look back down from the top of Mount Rainier 

and a couple of other reasonably high places this summer, 

with plans to look down from a lot of others. 

But fear didn't drive me, and neither bar bell exercises 

nor running along a beach constituted a reason for the efforts. 

Mountains, waiting to be climbed, 

are the reason why. . . 
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Mountaineering came late in the life of John S. Day, but 

the 51-year-old cattle rancher from Central Point, Oregon, 

has made up for lost time; in fact, most of Day's climbs in 

the past four years have been done in some haste. Travelling 

for the most part with men much younger than himself, and 

in their physical prime, Day has found in their company the 

challenge to get back into shape and stay in shape. Although 

several of Day's ascents were made in record-shattering 

times (such as the 7 hours, 20-minute round-trip ascent of 

Mt. Rainier from Paradise Valley) which have evoked the 

grave concern of more conservative mountaineers who decry 

this tendency to judge one's abilities in climbing by the 

stopwatch, here John Day presents his philosophy of moun-

taineering: Why he sees in climbing an opportunity to keep in 

top physical condition while still enjoying the mountains for 

themselves. Widely recognized today as exemplifying the 

American goal of physical fitness, John S. Day has accepted 

an invitation from Norman G. Dyhrenfurth to join the 1963 

American Mount Everest Expedition. We will undoubtedly 

hear more from him . . . 
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By John S. Day 
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To the eye of the experienced map reader the common U.S. Geo-

logical Survey topographic quadrangles, with brown contour lines 

showing elevations throughout the map area, will present a fair 

picture of terrain features. However, to the casual layman such a 

mass of brown lines is more often than not confusing and means 

very little to his ability to interpret the landforms represented on 

the map. For this reason, a great service has been rendered in 

recent years by the U.S.G.S. in their enhancing contour maps with 

the addition of shaded relief. 

Although the government is gradually extending its coverage of 

the United States with such shaded relief-topographic maps, much 

of the mountainous regions are still lacking this desirable coverage. 

However, it is quite practical (and an enjoyable wintertime activity) 

to shade one's own contour maps so that features of relief such as 

valleys, ridges, and mountains will stand out as in a scale model. 

By using colored pencil, preferably Brown (Mongol No. 863 or 963) 

for most of the shading, Light Green (Mongol No. 848 or 948) for 

shading the lowland areas, and Prussian Blue (Mongol No. 855 or 

955) for shading the glaciers, you may quickly and colorfully trans-

form a rather drab and flat contour map into one of pleasing beauty 

which reveals the land-forms as seen from high in the air. 

The shading should be applied so as to simulate the shadows cast 

by a light source illuminating the map from the northwest: the south 

and east sides of ridges are shaded while the west and north slopes 

are left "in the light." For accuracy, all shading should be keyed 
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directly to the contour lines appearing on the map. With practice, 

you can learn to work in some slight shading in gullies and stream 

valleys on the illuminated west and north slopes to avoid flatness 

in those areas and to enhance the detail of relief. Where contour 

lines are closely spaced to represent the steeper slopes and cliff 

A portion of U.S. Geological Survey topographic map 

(Stehekin, Washington Quadrangle), with brown lines show-

ing elevations in 100-loot contour intervals. Lakes, streams, 

and glaciers are shown in blue. 
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By Dee Molenaar 

faces, the shading should be darker, while widely spaced contours 

on gradual slopes require a lighter shading, proportionate to the 

contour spacing. A ridge running northwest to southeast must be 

handled carefully, since the light is distributed equally on both 

sides, but shape is given here by placing some shading in the 

.caizze portion of topographic map as shown at left, with 

terrain relief shaded in with brown pencil, giving more 

realistic picture of land forms. 

incised or in-curved contours bending toward the main ridge crest. 

Pencil strokes should be placed in such a manner so as to blend 

smoothly and to avoid the appearance of separate ''scratches." By 

applying the pencil to the paper at a low angle this smoothness can 

be more easily attained. Rounded hills should have a l ightened tone 

as the top is approached, fading off to no color at the summit, while 

sharp ridges have the emphasis carried to the sharp crest; a little 

extra darkening near the top will increase their apparent height. For 

emphasis, the darkest shading on the map area should be applied 

near the crests of the highest elevations on the map. Along streams 

and rivers an incised effect can be made by placing a narrow line 

of shading along the side nearest the light source (northwest). 

Shadows of ridges should not be carried across valleys and up 

opposite slopes as this will diminish the effects of relief. 

The work should be inspected occasionally from a distance of 

six to eight feet so that an overall effect is more apparent. If some 

areas appear too light, additional tone may be applied or, if too 

dark, erasing will decrease the tone to the proper value. After the 

map has been worked over with brown pencil, a light green tone 

can be added to the valleys and flat areas, with the edges of green 

blending slightly into the brown shading. Glaciered areas may then 

be shaded with the blue pencil. As a final touch, a light coat of 

plastic spray should be added to protect and fix the map surface. 

REFERENCE: Heath, W.R. (1952) "A Simple Technique for Making 

Topographic Maps More Readable." The Mountaineer, Vol. 45, No. 13. 
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It is said that great mountains have 
long influenced man's very destiny, and 
there seems to be little reason to doubt 
this. 

And, so it is that many thousands of 
years of races and cultures, some long 
since gone, have existed under the 
shadows and the influence of the two 
mighty volcanoes that rise high above 
the valley of Mexico: Popocatepetl and 
Ixtaccihuatl. Gone are the Toltecs, the 
Aztecs, and even the Spaniards, but now 
over ten million people of modern Mexico 
who reside in the valleys of Mexico and 
Puebla look to the great snow-crowned 
summits for a hint of the weather to be 
and welcome the water that is born in 
the snow and icefields of these 5,000-
meter peaks. 

Popocatepetl, at 17,880 feet, was the 
first-climbed high summit of the world's 
great mountains. Written records tell of 

Elvin R. "Bob" "Swede" Johnson has 
had a long record of mountaineering and 
skiing both in America and in Europe. An 
infantry officer in the lamed 10th Moun-
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F.I.S. team in 1950, and Olympic team in 
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trative capacities since on the NCAA 
Skiing Rules Committee, and U.S. Olym-
pic Games Committee, and as chairman 
for nine years of NW Intercollege Ski 
Association. He has served as National 
Park Ranger and Naturalist in Mt. 
Rainier National Park and Grand Teton 
National Park for several years. He 
served as ski coach at both Whitman 
College and Wenatchee Valley College 
where his teams ranked high nationally. 
At this writing, he is Director of 
Athletics and Recreation at Mexico City 
College, although in the fall of 1961 he 
will accept a similar position at Bend 
Junior College in Oregon. Bob has been 
a very active member of The American 
Alpine Club for many years. 
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the climb of Cortez, some of his 
soldiers, and their Aztec Indian guides, 
in their quest for sulphur in 1519; sul-
phur was badly needed for the making of 
gunpowder. This volcano today is prob-
ably the most-climbed high mountain in 
the world. On a busy weekend, three to 
four hundred have been registered, at 
least to the crater rim. Most do not go 
beyond to the true summit. 

When we think of Mexico, most of us 
envision cacti, adobe villages, small 
brown people with large sombreros, and 
lots of sun—all of this complete with 
tequila. Many recall the famous ocean 
resorts of Vera Cruz and Acapulco. How 
many come to Mexico to ski ? Very few 
—and perhaps this is why Dr. Leopoldo 
Rebollar and I loaded our skis and ruck-
sacks on our backs, ready for the long 
pull to the summit of Popo. 

The doctor had said, "If we make this, 
Bob, you will be the fifth person to have 
climbed and skied from the summit of 
Popo." The doctor, a Stanford University 
graduate, had done it before, and he 
knew of two other Mexicans and a 
German who had accomplished the feat. 
Several had tried and failed, and later 
—much later—I was to realize why. The 
normal climbing paraphernalia is heavy 
enough, but add to this an additional 25 
pounds of skis, poles, and ski boots, and 
it constitutes a load that makes itself 
felt, especially above 16,000 feet. Also, 
at this altitude one must gauge his snow 
conditions well, for often as the after-
noon progresses the fine corn snow of 
suddenly turn to ice, and on the 40-
degree slopes of Popo one will quickly 
realize that crampons, not steel-edged 
skis, are the most useful. Several.  
deaths and accidents each year result 
from the unwary and inexperienced fail-
ing to heed this icing process, even 
though Popo is not to be regarded as a 
technically difficult climb for a moun-
taineer of any real experience. 
Our day, in mid-December, 1960, 

seemed pleasant enough as Dr. Rebollar 
and I plodded up from the Refugio at 
about 12,000 feet toward the first  

objective, the Tres Cruces (the Three 
Crosses) at roughly 14,000 feet, which 
we reached in a breathless manner about 
two hours later. Here we were close to 
the snowline, which commenced sudden-
ly and became fine skiing from here on 
up. 

As we partook of light refreshments we 
became aware of the curious glances of 
other hikers on the slopes. Then, and 
since, I have had to realize that skis 
are a novelty down here "South of the 
Border." There are a few skiers in 
Mexico City, but they are poorly 
equipped for the most part, with decent 
equipment almost impossible to secure, 
and they are quite inexperienced. Dr. 
Rebollar, my companion, is Mexico's 
best skier and is quite good, having 
skied a great deal in the States and in 
Canada. 

Many wished to examine our equipment 
but no one offered to help us lift it to 
the summit, still almost 4,000 vertical 
feet above. 

As we moved up, the horizon broad-
ened, and off in the distance another 
great mountain summit glistened as the 
morning sun reflected from its glacier-
clothed flanks. I knew this peak from the 
the time I first climbed Popo as a 
soldier 16 years before—this was Pico 
de Orizaba or Citlaltepetl, at 18,700 
feet, the third highest peak on the North 
American continent, being exceeded only 
by McKinley in Alaska and Logan in 
Canada. I was to climb it later, but not 
today. 
Determined effort several hours later 

rewarded us as we very suddenly moved 
up and over the crater rim and gazed 
down at the startling sight of the semi-
active crater, which today was hissing 
in many places along the crater walls 
and floor. Old timers say that the activ-
ity has been much more in evidence the 
past year or two. There have been sev-
eral periods of rather violent activity 
during the 440 years that have passed 
since Cortez and his ancients plodded 
their way up the steep slopes in their 
quest for sulphur. Descending into the 
crater now would have been a difficult 
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TEPETL 
By Elvin R. Johnson 

task as the walls are quite precipitous 

everywhere and steam jets are active in 
so many places. 

At this point my companion and I 

rested while partaking of a light snack 
that included some fine French Cognac 

(bless the French). Drinking alcoholic 

beverages at almost 18,000 feet would 

not be regarded as "cricket" by the 
great mountaineers of the world, but it 

tasted mighty good and set the stage for 
the 4,000 feet of ski descent that now 

faced us. 

The snow continued good, and an hour 

later we continued on to the true summit 
where we changed boots and fastened 

the slalom skis to our feet. Have you 

ever fastened straps to your feet at 

18,000 feet? Every move was an effort. 
Finally, the task completed, we caught 

our breath, took a last look around, and 

pushed off diagonally down, down, down, 

from the crater rim. It was steep, mighty 
steep, and it took a few minutes to get 

the "feel".  of the skis back. It was 

fairly hard and we couldn't risk a fall. 
Every turn was an effort at this altitude, 
but needless to say, we lost altitude 

rapidly. In spite of a few hundred verti-

cal feet of a foggy "crust belt" which 
required caution, we found ourselves 

running out of snow less than half an 

hour later as we neared the Tres Cruces 

again. Our swift descent seemed like a 

miracle to the many toiling Mexican 

Mountaineers, most of whom had never 

seen skis before, let alone skiing. 

It was soon over and we prepared for 

the trail descent to my International 
Travelall Station Wagon where we had 

spent the night. 

Some have proposed a ski tram for 
Popo. I disagree on its advisability, as 

I dwell on the number of fatal slips some 
afternoon when the snow iced suddenly. 
No, I recommend that Popo and Iztaci be 
left to those who derive a certain pleas-
ure from toiling up their broad steep 
snow and ice fields, and I believe that 
they should remain virtually untouched 
by a mechanical world as they continue 
to dominate the ancient valleys of 
Mexico and Puebla. 

Steaming crater of Popocatepetl. 

Popo —showing route of ski descent on December 18, 1960. 
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For Better Back Packing. 

A NEW Concept Developed tram Expedition 

and Field Testing. 

A Post Card Will Bring Our Latest Brochure. 

BUDD DAVIS, Dept. X2 

1150 North 205th Street, Seattle 33, Washington 

CONTOUR PACK FRAME WITH 

WATERPROOF NYLON PACK BAG 

Aluminum alloy tubular frame fits well onto back. Pad-
ded shoulder yoke helps carry any load with surprising 
comfort. Grey nylon FIBERTHIN bag (zipper pockets 
protected from rain) is set high on frame, yet does not 
impair head room. Improved bag design affords good 
capacity for expedition use but is not too large for 
weekend trips. 

Model 501 frame with #80 bag. Includes waist strap. 
Price: $43.40 (excise tax included). Postage additional. 

Send for free 48-page illustrated catalog of mountain-
eering .and camping equipment. 

THE SKI HUT 
1615 University Avenue 

Berkeley, California 
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So 

How does your climbing equipment and 

technique compare with those used by 
other climbers? 

What rappel method would you use to 

descend from a well anchored position 

down fifty feet of eighty-five degree 

rock? During the rappel, how do you 

descend? How do you use your free hand 

during the descent? The latter three 

questions about rappelling were includ-

ed in a questionnaire circulated to over 

one hundred mountain climbers through-

out Washington State early this year. 

For the sake of comparing the data 

gathered, four well-known experts were 

selected to compose a panel. Deciding 

that the response of four experts is not 

adequate representation, ten additional 

experts were selected, forming the 

second panel. In response to the first 

question the sling and carabiner method 

was preferred by three of the four-panel 

experts. The dulfersitz method was pre-

ferred by the majority of the second ten-

man panel as well as by the majority of 

remaining one hundred participants. 

The next question was an attempt to 

determine the methods of descending 

during the rappel. The four-panel ex-

perts were divided in opinion with two 

preferring to descend by walking down 
the rock while keeping the body leaning 

outward away from the rock, and the 

remaining two experts preferring to 

descend by sliding down the rope while 
keeping the body nearly vertical. Most 
of the experts making up the second 
panel and the other participants were in 

agreement with the former two experts 

favoring to descend by walking down 
the rock while keeping the body leaning 

outward away from the rock. Thirty per-
cent favored bounding away from the 
rock and sliding down the rope. 

The last question in this particular 
series was, "How do you use your free 
hand during the descent?" All four of 
the panel experts favored using the free 

hand to seek holds along the rock for 
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3% equipment preferred, these variations 
39% undoubtedly have some effect on such 

things as safety, on climbing with 
others, on values obtained from climb- 

7% ing, on guiding, and on instruction. 

Though individualism is a great attri- 

27% bute, and is often expressed very well 

2% in mountaineering, it does appear that 

20% variations are extreme. 
The basic conclusions reached as a 

2% result of the survey had many implica- 
tions, the most prominent of which were 
the need for research relative to moun-
tain climbing methodology and equipment 
and the desirability, at least to some 
degree, of standardizing mountain 
climbing techniques and equipment. 
Perhaps self-analysis and climbing 

group analysis is the best place to 
begin. 

9 63% 
2% 

4 40% 
4 30% 

12% 

1 10% 

1 8% 

5 

1 

3 

1 

1 

12% 
3% 

10% 

10% 

You Think You Know Climbing? 
By Pete Steilberg 

use in emergency. In agreement were 
five of the second panel of experts, but 
the remaining five, plus the majority of 
the remaining participants, favored using 
the free hand on the rappel rope to main-
tain balance. 

Obviously it is difficult, if not impos-
sible, to describe any particular climb-
ing situation, and to expect each survey 
participant to receive an identical pic-
ture of the rock and weather condition 
and the degree of exposure. Also, in 
borderline situations different tech-
niques and equipment might be equally 
applicable; thus, variations in answers 
might be expected. However, the results 
obtained from the survey did show more 
variation between climbers than might 
reasonably be expected. This seems 
especially true with the experts, who 
not only have a wider contact with 
other climbers but also, to a large ex-
tent, are teaching mountain climbing 
courses and do guiding, which suggests 
greater variation instead of more uni-
formity in technique and use of equip-
ment. 
Some of the other points covered in the 

questionnaire and the responses are 
shown next in abbreviated form. In the 
questionnaire a situation was described, 
questions were asked about this situ-
ation, and multiple choice answers were 
provided, with space for comments and 
elaboration. 

100 

Answer 4-Man ,  10-Man Partic- 

Topic Selections Panel Panel ipants 

Belay- Sitting hip 4 5 81% 
ing Standing hip 5 13% 
with 

anchor 

Shoulder 6% 

Belay- Sitting .hip 1 74% 
ing Standing hip 2 7% 
without 

anchor 

Shoulder 

Would not belay 

2 3% 

without anchor 4 5 16% 
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Middle Single bowline 

man Double bowline 2 

knots Double bowline 

with shoulder 

loop 

Bowline on 

bight 2 

Figure eight 

Butterfly 

Bowline on coil 

Sling 8, carabiner 

End Single bowline 

man Double bowline 

knots Double bowline 

with shoulder 

loop 

Bowline on bight 

Figure eight 

Butterfly 

Bowline on 

coil 4 

Sling & carabiner 

Ice Screw type 3 

pitons Swiss pipe 1 

used Giant angle 

Twisted bar 

Perforated bar 

Rock Mt. boot with 

climb- rubber lug sole 3 6 75% 

ing Mt. boot with 

footgear nailed sole 2% 

Mt. boot with 

combination nail 

and rubber lug sole 4% 

Kletterschue with 

rubber lug sole 1 3% 

Kletterschue with 

thin rubber sole 2% 

Kletterschue with 

felt or rope sole 

Tennis shoes 1 3 14% 

Well, what is the significance of this 
data? With such a wide variation in the 

Pete Steilberg's mountaineering began 
five years ago as a student in the Uni-
versity of Washington's evening course 
conducted by Pete Schoening. With sub-
sequent independent climbing and devel-
opment of a real interest in the tech-
niques of mountaineering, Pete com-
pleted a post-graduate thesis in 
Physical Education at the University of 
Washington. The foregoing paper is a 
much abbreviated, much revised summary 
of the thesis which is entitled, "A 
Comparison of Mountain Climbing 
Methods and Equipment Employed in the 
State of Washington for Selected Situa-
tions." Pete has been granted full 
instructorship with the Department of 
Physical Education at the University of 
Washington. 
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HIGH WORLDS of the Mountain Climber 

Photos by BOB & IRA SPRING 

Delightful text by Mountaineer HARVEY MANNING 

All the color, life and character in conquest of our 

Western Mountains with 142 giant pages of dramatic 

Spring-twin photographs in color and black and 

white: rock spires, ice-scapes, action and people. 

Fireside climbing for the mountaineer or dreamer. 

Autographed $10.00 postpaid 

The Springs 

18809 Olympic View Drive, Edmonds, Washington 

THE INCOMPARABLE 

for illustrated 

brochure, please write: 

A. I. KELTY MFG. CO. 
P.O. BOX 3453 

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 

6342 San Fernando Road 

Letters 

Dear Editor: 

From personal experience on Mt. Mc-
Kinley (1960 Bremerton party on West 
Buttress, Day Rescue) and from an 
intense interest in mountain accidents 
and problems, I have come to the fol-
lowing conclusions: 

Mt. McKinley is an arctic mountain 

with extreme temperatures and arctic 

storms. The same care and training 

should be exercised as on a Himalayan 

expedition. Many parties have experi-

enced frost bite to some degree, includ-

ing our own. Equipment adequate for 

climbing in the United States is inade-

quate. Special equipment is necessary 

(i.e. Korean or felt boots, down sleeping 

bags, parkas, mitts, durable tents, etc.). 

Each party leaves excess supplies 

on the Mountain. There are permanent 

caches of equipment and food at Windy 

Corner (including a slightly damaged 

akja), at the edge of the basin at 17,000 
feet where the buttress joins the moun-

tain proper, at Denali Pass, and else-
where. These should be checked by each 

party, and additional food should be 

placed in them on descent. They should 

not be rifled. (We personally found other 

people's food more interesting.) These 

caches may mean the difference of life 

and death to a future party. 
The mountain is easily accessible, 

and the climbing problems on the West 

Buttress are technically moderate. (One 

thousand-foot pitch of 45 degree snow 

and ice.) Because of this, the average 

climber finds himself exposed to height 

and weather problems normally faced 

only by the expert climbers on Himalayan 

expeditions. He best train and prepare 

for them. 
As the highest peak on the North 

American Continent, McKinley will con-

tinue to draw climbers, probably in in-
creasing numbers. It would be most 

desirable if some climbing organization, 
such as a capable Alaskan or U.S. 

climbing or rescue group, would under-
take to supply information on equipment, 

weather, routes, etc., to those desiring 
..to climb the mountain; I am sure that 
climbers would be willing to pay a 

reasonable sum • to defray the cost of 

such an undertaking. 
Paul M. Williams 
Seattle, Washington 

First Ski Descent of Rainier? 

Although the August issue of Summit 
carried a brief story entitled "First Ski 
Descent of Mt. Rainier," which referred 
to the June 18, 1961, ski descent of the 

Ingraham Glacier, a correction must be 
noted since the mountain has been prev-

iously descended completely on skis by 
the following two parties: 

July 18, 1948: First complete ascent 
and descent on skis, Emmons Glacier, by 
Kermit Bengtson, Dave Roberts, Cliff 

Schmidtke, and Charles E. Welsh (The 
,V1ountazneer, 1948, 39:14). 

1955: Second complete ski descent by 

Expedition down jackets imported from 

W. Germany. Completely baffled seams 

with detachable down-filled hood, zip-

pered front, inner and outer fabrics 

Egyptian cotton, color blue, elastic at 

waist and wrist.Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large. 

$36.50, Postpaid. 

Peter Limmer & Sons 
Intervale, New Hampshire 

Robert McCall and Marcel Schuster of 

Yakima Ski Club (American Alpine 

Journal, 1957). 

The 
NEWEST 

of the famous 
GERRY 
Carriers 
$10.95 

POSTPAID 
Money Back Guarantee 

Order Now 

Weighs 1/2 as much as any other frame 
carrier (only 19 ozs.). 

Not a converted pack board but designed 
especially for carrying children by the 
country's largest manufacturer of child 
carriers. 

No backward pull be-
cause of our unique 
Piggy Back position 
(pat. pend.) Designed 
by G.A. Cunningham, 
well known designer 
of mountain climbing 
equipment. 

One piece aluminum frame with absolute-
ly no joints or rivets to weaken it. 

Use as a car seat —high chair —baby ten-
der, with our adapter strap ($1.98 ppd.). 

At your local Sport Shop or Baby Store, or 
order direct. Brochure on request. 

GERRY Designs 
BOX 998 • BOULDER, COLORADO 
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Where Experts 
\ Come 

to Buy 
Join this 25-year-old sportsmen's 
cooperative whose members include 
mountaineers, professional guides, 
campers, skiers, skin divers, sports-
men and scout leaders. Domestic 
and imported articles carefully 

screened and tested before they are offered. 
You enjoy low co-op prices and profit-sharing 
plan. Write for catalog. 

Reeteatiestae EraAmteat ?see. 
DEPT. S 

523 PIKE ST.. SEATTLE 1. WASH. 

Scouts-Campers-Fishermen-Hunters 

Backpacker s-Mountaineer s-Climber s 

BASIC 
MOUNTAINEERING 

The only book of its kind, 
designed to provide the basic 

knowledge necessary to travel 
safely in the mountains and the 
desert. Presented in a concise, 

illustrated, highly readable form. 

$2. 00 a copy -or quantity rates. 

Sierra Club, San Diego Chapter B 
P. 0. B. 525 San Diego, California 

MAKE YOUR OWN CAMPING GEAR 

Our new book, Lightweight Camping Equip-
ment and How to Make It, jampocked with 
information on equipment even if you 
never make any. 130 pgs clothbound, by 

Gerry Cunningham. $3.25 ppd. 

HIGHLANDER PUBLISHING CO. Ward, Colo. 

CLASSIFIED 

ADS 

Ten cents per word. Payment must be 

enclosed with all orders. 

GIRL WANTED—Versatile girl who can 

combine the talents of waitress, house-

keeper and hostess for small informal 

wilderness lodge in the Adirondack High 

Peak area. Pleasant place to live. Time 

off for climbing. Photo and references 

requested. Charley Nolan, Box 867, Lake 

Placid, N.Y. 

SPECIALIZED ROCK CLIMBING 

EQUIPMENT. Write for catalog. The 

DOLT HUT, 2241 Sawtelle Boulevard, 

W. Los Angeles 64, California 

DON'T LOSE VALUABLE EQUIP-

MENT: Make your own rubber stamp with 

1/ 4-inch type to save clothing, tents, 

sleeping bags, and mark any other item. 

Complete kit $1.85 postpaid. HIGHLAND, 

Box 121, Riverside, California. 

MOUNTAINEERING SUPPLY: Black's 

sleeping bags, Optimus stoves, Fritsch 

and Stubai iron, Beardmore dehydrated 

foods, Eureka tents, Zedo packs, etc. 

Send for catalog, 897 St. David's Lane, 

Schenectady, New York 

WORLD'S FINEST one-man tent. $42.50 

complete. HIGHLAND, Box 121, River-

side, California 

Complete sets of SUMMIT available for 

the years 1959 and 1960, unbound. $4.00 

each, postpaid. Send check or money 

order to SUMMIT, Big Bear Lake, Calif. 
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New Limmer Custom made climbing boot. 

One seam construction on upper makes for 

strength, comfort and water proofness. 

Leather lined throughout. Foam padding on 

top of upper. Double stitched, and soles 

are cemented and screwed on. Our boots 

have served well in all parts of the world 

and were chosen to be exhibited in Moscow. 

Write for measuring directions. Guaranteed 

satisfactory fit. Price 432.50 plus postage. 

Peter limmer &  Sons 
Intervale, New Hampshire 
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IS YOUR SLEEPING BAG A FAILURE? 

get stuck on a "bargain basement" bag? 

six pounds of down . . . and still sleep cold? 

ALL IS NOT LOST! 

you can salvage your investment 

by giving QUALITY a try - INN 

THE SLEEPER SHELL! 

Tuck your old down bag into a GERRY sleeper shell and discover what it is to sleep warm anywhere! 

Built-in pads of wool and Ensolite under hips,shoulders and feet provide the thickness under body 

pressure that a down bottom does not. Pads are encased in waterproof Horcolite coated nylon. 

WEIGHS JUST 21/4  pounds — PRICE $25.75 Write for free catalog 

Inc. 

P.O. Box 910 Boulder, Colorado 



New fixed-eye angle CHROME-MOLY PITONS 
No. 1 Regular, 41/2  in. blade 
No. 2 Stubby, 21/2  in. blade 

Sizes supplement all others available 
Special introductory price: 7.5 - 

Custom-made Columbian Nylon (new 707) 
MOUNTAIN CLIMBING ROPE 

(used on all major /960 climbs) 

Exceedingly high minimum breaking 
strength. 3/8 in. x 120 ft., $16.50 

Boulder Colorado 

Catalog on request. Department S. 

Swiss-made precision 

POCKET ALTIMETER 
Range, sea level to 15,000 ft. 

Weight in case, 21/4  oz. 
$25.00 

TIMBERLINE SLEEPING BAGS 

Channel-block design 

Weight with 2 lbs. best goose down is 

about 3 to 31/2  lbs. 

about $55.00 


